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Section 1
increased, incubator, independence, independent, indicator, industrial, infection, infectious, infirmary,
inflammation, inflation, influence, information, informative, inheritance, initially, injection, injustice,
innocence, innovator, inspector, inspiring, instalment, instantly, institute, instructor, insufficient,
insurance, intellect, intelligent, intensify, intensive, intention, intermediate, international, interpret,
interpreter, interrupt, intervention, interview.
Section 2
introduce, introduction, intuition, investigation, investment, invisible, invitation, involvement, ironically,
irrational, irrationally, irregular, irrelevant, irreplaceable, irresistible, irresistibly, irresponsible,
irresponsibly, irreversible, irrigated, irritability, irritable, irritably, isolation, kleptomania, knowledge,
mysterious, mythology, obedience, objection, obligation, obligatory, observation, obsession, obstruction,
obtainable, obviously, occasional, occasionally, officially, operation, operational, opportune,
opportunism.
Section 3
opportunity, opposition, oppression, optimistic, orchestra, ordinarily, organisation, organiser, orientation,
originally, originate, ornamental, ornamentation, orthodontist, orthopaedic, otherwise, overdraft,
overestimate, overnight, overreact, oversleep, overvalue, overwhelm, overworked, ownership,
pharmacist, pharmacology, philanthropic, philanthropist, philosopher, philosophy, photogenic,
photographic, physically, physicist, physiotherapy, plagiarism, playhouse, plentiful, plutonium.
Section 4
pneumonia, practical, practically, preaching, precaution, precedent, preceding, precisely, precision,
predicted, predicting, prefabricate, preferable, preferably, preference, pregnancy, prehistoric, prejudice,
premature, preoccupied, preparation, preparing, prepaying ,preposition, prescribe, prescription,
presentable, presentation, presented, presidency, president, pressurised, prestigious, presuming,
presumption, pretender, prettiest, prevention, previously, priceless, primarily, primitive, principal,
principle.
Section 5
privately, privilege, probation, procedure, procession, processor, production, productive, profession,
professional, professionally, professor, proficient, proficiently, profitable, profoundly, programmer,
progression, progressive, progressiveness, prohibited, projector, proletariat, prominent, promising,
promotion, pronounce, pronunciation, propaganda, propagate, propeller, prophetic, proportion,
proportionate, proportionately, proprietor, prosecute, prosecutor, prosperity, protection.
Section 6
protective, protector, protoplasm, prototype, protruding, providing, provincial, provision, provocation,
provocative, provoking, pseudonym, psychiatry, psychology, rheumatic, rhinoceros, scaffolding,
scavenger, sceptical, scepticism, schizophrenic, scholarship, schoolbook, schoolmate, schoolroom,
schoolwork, scientific, scientifically, scientist, scoreboard, screaming, screening, scripture, scrupulous,
scrupulously, scrutinise, sculpture, shameless, shareholder, sharpener, shellfish, shoemaker, shoplifting.

Section 7
skateboard, skydiving, slaughter, sleepless, snowflake, spacecraft, spaceship, spacesuit, spaghetti,
specialise, specialist, speciality, specially, specification, specified, spectacle, spectacular, spectator,
speculate, speculation, speechless, speedboat, speedometer, spherical, spiritual, spiritually, spitefully,
splendidly, splendour, spontaneous, spontaneously, spotlight, spreadsheet, springtime, sprinkler, stabilise,
stability, stainless, staircase, stalactite, stalagmite.
Section 8
standardise, starvation, statement, stationary, stationery, statistics, steamboat, stenographer, stepfather,
stepmother, stepparent, sterilise, sterilised, stewardess, stimulant, stimulate, stimulating, stimulation,
stockbroker, stockholder, storehouse, storybook, straighten, straightforward, strangler, strategic,
stratosphere, strawberry, strengthen, strenuously, stressful, stretcher, structural, structure, stubbornly,
stupidity, sweetener, sweetheart, switchboard, symbolise, symmetrical, sympathise, synchronise.
Section 9
thankfully, theoretically, therapeutic, therapist, thickness, thoroughly, thoughtful, throughout, traceable,
trademark, tradition, traditional, trampoline, tranquilliser, tranquillity, transaction, transatlantic,
transcontinental, transform, transformation, transformer, transfusion, transistor, transition, translate,
translation, translator, transmission, transmitter, transparency, transparent, transplant, transport,
transportation, trapezium, traumatic, treatment, trembling, tremendous, triangular.
Section 10
tributary, troublemaker, trustfully, trustworthy, truthfully, typically, tyrannical, ultimatum, ultraviolet,
unacceptable, unattractive, unbearable, unbeatable, unbeliever, uncertain, uncharacteristic, underestimate,
underground, underneath, understand, underwear, undressed, unemployment, unethical, unfaithful,
unfamiliar, unfinished, unforgivable, unhappily, unhealthy, unhelpful, unimportant, university, unlimited,
unmarried, unnecessary, unpleasant, unprepared, unrealistic, unsuitable, unwilling, uplifting,
wheelbarrow, wheelchair, whereabouts, whirlpool, whiteboard, wholesale, wholesaler, wrestling,
wristwatch.
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